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Abstract

Some large civil engineering structures, principally certain concrete dams, are subject to the structural effects of Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR). Due to the directions of loading and reinforcement, the stress state is mostly anisotropic. The aim of this paper is to describe the impact of applied stresses and restraint due to reinforcement or boundary conditions on ASR-expansion and induced anisotropic cracking. After the definition and validation of the poromechanical modelling, the paper gives a detailed description of the effects of different aspects of stress (in one, two or three directions) and reinforcement on ASR-expansion for engineers in charge of damaged structures.
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Highlights:

Impacts of applied stresses and restraints on ASR-expansion are compared.

The anisotropy of expansion is induced by the resolution of the mechanical equilibrium between stresses and the isotropic pressure of ASR-gel using a cracking criterion.
The model is calibrated and validated on experimental results under multi-axial loading and restraints.

Theoretic tests were conducted in order to analyse the model response (strains, stresses and gel pressure) under several kinds of loading (multi-axial compression, unloading and tension).

Reinforcement induces concrete prestress and anisotropic cracking.

1. Introduction

Alkali-silica reaction (ASR) occurs on structures that contain some specific siliceous reactive aggregates. Engineers discovered this pathology through the observation of cracking on basements. Among large civil engineering structures, concrete dams, in particular, are subject to structural effects caused by ASR [1–4]. This is mainly attributable to the concrete composition and climatic conditions such as water supply. These swellings can lead to damage and cracks on structures and result in a decrease of their stability.

The main aim for dam owners is to ensure the safety of the population while optimizing maintenance. Many authors are working on ASR modelling in order to predict the long-term behaviour of affected structures [5–9]. Relevant modelling can also anticipate the choice of options during repairs.

ASR expansion occurs in structures that sustain significant loads, such as bridge piers, or are restrained by external loading conditions, such as dams in valleys. Restraining expansion by reinforcement and prestressing in structures also causes stresses during expansion. In order to manage the damaged structures, owners need reliable tools to predict future damage. Stress free ASR swelling has been largely studied and several models reproduce the phenomenon realistically. Despite the number of experiments, ASR swelling under restraint is not yet fully understood and modelled.

The aim of the present paper is to describe the impact of applied stresses and stresses induced by restraints due to reinforcement or boundary conditions on ASR-expansion and anisotropic cracking. In the model, the anisotropy of expansion is not introduced through chemical loading with empirical relationships but by the resolution of the mechanical equilibrium between stresses (due to external
loading, prestressing, or restraint and boundary conditions) and the isotropic pressure of ASR-gel, through a cracking criterion assessed in the three main directions. An anisotropic stress state will induce anisotropic cracking and, as a result, anisotropic expansion. After a description of the model, parameters are fitted and validated on multi-axial restrained experiments drawn from the literature [10]. Based on this calibration, a parametric study is conducted to assess the multi-axial behaviour of affected concrete in various loading and unloading conditions. Then, tests are performed on steel bars and rings embedded in concrete cylinders in order to assess the impact of usual reinforcement on anisotropy swelling. Maximum stresses and damage are observed with particular attention in all tests to obtain practical considerations useful for engineering. This study shows what impact of stresses can be expected in restrained and in reinforced or prestressed structures subjected to ASR expansion. It also highlights the risks of misanalysing experimental results obtained on cores drilled from structures.

2. Constitutive equations

2.1. Rheological model

In this work, the concrete behaviour is modelled in the poro-mechanical framework. The model comprises a damage model (inspired from [11]), and a rheological model [12], in order to consider realistic interactions between ASR, creep, shrinkage and damage so as to reproduce the mechanical effects occurring in real structures.

Concrete cracking is described by a non-linear model using anisotropic plastic criteria and damage [11]. The model has recently been improved to calculate plastic strains. Two groups of criteria have been added (Fig. 1): one to manage shear cracking (Drucker Prager criteria), which is an isotropic scalar, and one to represent tension behaviour (Rankine criteria), which is an orthotropic tensor. Shear cracking is used to reproduce concrete behaviour in compression [11]. The tension criterion separates structural macro-cracks, reclosing macro-cracks (tension cracking in Fig. 1) and intra-porous pressure micro-cracks (ASR) by considering the gel pressure \( P_g \).

The creep model, a Burger chain (Fig. 1), has been clarified and implemented in a poro-plastic framework [12]. Reversible creep is modelled with a Kelvin-Voigt floor and the Maxwell module
(irreversible creep) uses an anisotropic formulation of the viscous strains in order to reproduce multi-
axial consolidation of the material. Concrete shrinkage can also be taken into account through the
water pressure $P_w$ thanks to the poro-mechanical framework (Fig. 1).

The total stress is calculated by using the damage and the effective stress (1). The latter is
obtained by considering the difference between the effects of gel and water on the solid skeleton (Fig.
1 and (2)). In the poromechanical framework, gel pressure, $P_g$, and water pressure, $P_w$, are impacted by
Biot coefficients [13], respectively $b_g$ and $b_w$, for the ASR-gel pressures and the water pressure
inducing shrinkage. The effective poromechanical stress increment $\tilde{\sigma}_{ij}'$ is calculated from the stiffness
matrix $S_0$ and the elastic strain obtained from the total strain increment $\dot{\varepsilon}$, the plastic increment $\dot{\varepsilon}_{pl}$, the
creep increment $\dot{\varepsilon}_{cr}$ and the thermal increment $\dot{\varepsilon}_{th}$ (3).

![Rheological scheme of the model](image_url)

Fig. 1. Rheological scheme of the model.
This paper focuses on ASR modelling, including ASR pressure and kinetics and their links to anisotropic cracking. The other aspects of the model, such as the formulation of the visco-plastic creep model, are detailed in [12], independently of the new developments reported below.

2.2. ASR model

2.2.1. Chemical advancement

ASR advancement $A_{asr}^\ast$ varies from 0 (before the start of the reaction) to 1 (when the reaction ends). Its evolution principally depends on the temperature and the humidity of the material (4). The chemical advancement must be determined in order to evaluate the evolution of ASR-gel pressure. It depends on the characteristic time of the reaction $\tau_{ref}^{asr}$ (a material parameter), the temperature coefficient $C_T^{asr}$, the humidity coefficient $C_W^{asr}$, the maximum value of the advancement $A_{asr}^\infty$ and the advancement itself $A^{asr}$.

The effect of temperature on advancement $C_T^{asr}$ is managed by an Arrhenius law (5). Two material parameters define the impact of temperature: the activation energy for ASR kinetic $E_{asr}^\ast$ ($\approx 40,000$ J/Mol [14]) and the reference temperature $T_{ref}$ for which $\tau_{ref}^{asr}$ was set.

The effect of humidity on advancement, $C_W^{asr}$, is described through a power law (6). $S_r$ represents the saturation degree and $S^{th,asr}$ the humidity threshold below which the reaction stops. When the material is not saturated, the reaction kinetics slows down - and it stops totally in very dry concrete.
Finally only four material parameters are used to manage ASR advancement according to environmental conditions: $\tau_{\text{ref}}^{\text{asr}}$ (characteristic time of AAR), $S_r^{\text{th,asr}}$ (water saturation rate minimum threshold), $E^{\text{asr}}$ (activation energy for AAR kinetics) and $T_{\text{ref}}$ (reference temperature of $\tau_{\text{ref}}^{\text{asr}}$ fitting).

$$\frac{\delta A^{\text{asr}}}{\delta t} = \frac{1}{\tau_{\text{ref}}^{\text{asr}}} C^{T,\text{asr}} C^{W,\text{asr}} (A^{\text{asr}} - A^{\text{asr}})$$

$$C^{T,\text{asr}} = \exp \left( -\frac{E^{\text{asr}}}{R} \left( \frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T_{\text{ref}}} \right) \right)$$

$$C^{W,\text{asr}} = \begin{cases} \left( \frac{S_r - S_r^{\text{th,asr}}}{1 - S_r^{\text{th,asr}}} \right)^2 & \text{if } S_r > S_r^{\text{th,asr}} \\ 0 & \text{if } S_r \leq S_r^{\text{th,asr}} \end{cases}$$

### 2.2.2. Gel pressure

The fraction of gel produced by the reaction per m$^3$ of concrete is $\phi_g$. It is the product of the advancement $A^{\text{asr}}$ and the maximum gel potential $\phi^{\infty}_g$, which is a characteristic of the material (7).

$$\phi_g = \phi^{\infty}_g \cdot A^{\text{asr}}$$

Gel exerts a pressure $P_g$ (8) on aggregate and concrete. In this model, a macroscopic approach is used and $P_g$ is the average pressure assumed to be transferred by the aggregate to the concrete. It mainly depends on the accessible porosity, the initial porosity or that created by strains (elastic or plastic).

$$P_g = M_g \left( \phi_g - \phi^p_g \left( \frac{P_g}{R^t_i} \right) + b_g tr(e^e + e^c^T) + tr(e^p^g) \right)$$

$\phi^p_g$ is the fraction of gel not effective in creating expansion under characteristic pressure fixed at the effective tensile strength $R^t_i$ (gel that is non-swelling for chemical reasons, or gel migrating to available porosity). For a specimen in free swelling conditions, when the gel pressure $P_g$ reaches $R^t_i$, micro-cracking of the concrete element begins. In cases of constrained swelling, the pressure needed...
to start cracking rises because it is partially balanced by the external stress as explained below. Then, the gel amount (which migrates into the connected porosity of the concrete) increases. It leads to delayed, anisotropic cracking. The management of these aspects will be clarified in the section related to the modelling of ASR cracking.

\(M_g\) is the gel Biot modulus, which is obtained from a poromechanical definition (9). \(\Phi\) is the initial porosity. \(K_s\) is the skeleton bulk modulus defined by the Young’s Modulus and the Poisson coefficient (10). \(b_g\) is the Biot coefficient, which is obtained from poromechanical considerations [13].

\[
\frac{1}{M_g} = \frac{\Phi - b_g}{K_s} + \frac{b_g}{K_g}
\]

\[
K_s = \frac{E}{3(1-2\nu)}
\]

Several authors have tried to measure the gel bulk modulus \(K_g\) (9) or the gel Young’s Modulus \(E_g\). Table 1 summarizes these results and proposes a corresponding Gel Biot modulus \(M_g\) obtained from equations (9) and (10). Here, \(M_g\) is equal to 27.7 GPa, which leads to \(K_g\) equal to 4.8 GPa (more than twice the modulus of water).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Accessible data</th>
<th>(M_g) calculated (Equations 10 and 11)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>(K_g) from 24.9 to 34 GPa</td>
<td>From 90 to 110 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>(E_g) from 7 to 45 GPa, (0.16 &lt; \nu &lt; 0.22)</td>
<td>From 20 to 80 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>(K_g) equals 2.2 GPa (close to the water bulk modulus)</td>
<td>13.5 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modelling values</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21.7 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27.7 GPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Gel Biot modulus \(M_g\) from the literature.
In the modelling, the gel pressure $P_g$ (8) is managed by two main parts. The first one is the non-effective gel volume, $\phi_g v \left( \frac{P_g}{R_i} \right)$. When $P_g > \tilde{R}_i$ (triaxial restraint for example), the gel spreads over the connected porosity under pressure and little expansion is observed on all ASR expansion curves. The second part of the expression is the volume $b_g t r(e^e + e^{cr})$, which represents the porosity created by elastic and creep strains and that absorbs a part of the gel without creating pressure. The entire volume created by strains (except the ASR plastic volume, which represents the volume of cracks due to ASR) is multiplied by the Biot coefficient $b_g$, which comes from poromechanical considerations [13] as $b_g tr(e)$ represents the variation of the porosity volume filled by ASR-gel under concrete strain. Grimal’s model [7,11] gives a calibration of $b_g$ lying between 0.1 and 0.4. For the volume of cracks induced by ASR (and represented by plastic strains $\varepsilon^{p,\delta}$ in this model), $b_g$ equals 1 because cracks created by the gel are assumed to be always totally accessible for the gel, here, and thus completely filled (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Free swelling</th>
<th>Swelling under structural strain</th>
<th>Swelling under structural strain and ASR micro-cracking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="gel.png" alt="Gel" /></td>
<td>$P_g^1$</td>
<td>$P_g^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_g tr(e)$</td>
<td>$b_g tr(e)$</td>
<td>$b_g tr(e)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$tr(e^e + e^{cr})$</td>
<td>$tr(e) + tr(e^{p,\delta})$</td>
<td>$tr(e)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For $A_{aar} = constant$, $P_{g1} > P_{g2} > P_{g3}$

Table 2. Strain effects on gel pressure. $b_g tr(e)$ is the variation of the porosity due to concrete strain. $tr(e^{p,\delta})$ is the variation of the porosity due to plastic ASR-cracking (taken to be plastic strains in this model).

To conclude this part on gel pressure, four parameters have to be fitted on the model: the maximum gel potential, $\phi_g^\infty$; the fraction of non-effective gel, $\phi_g^v$; the stress concentration factor, $k_g$; and the Biot coefficient, $b_g$.

2.2.3. Modelling of ASR cracking

In this model, the cracks created by ASR are represented by plastic strains. When specimens are subjected to drying shrinkage after ASR expansion, the shrinkage strains are the same as for specimens without ASR before drying [20]. During shrinkage, the strains are not modified by the
previous expansions, which can thus be represented by irreversible plastic strains. The swelling
difference between aggregates and paste induces a shift between lips, which leads to irreversible
plastic strains even when the pressure changes in ASR-gels.

\[ P_g \] is used to determine micro-cracking due to ASR by a special criterion \( f^{th}_I \), which takes the
stress state into account (11). \( \sigma_I \) is the principal tensile stress in direction I.

\[
\begin{align*}
  f^{th}_I &= P_g & \text{if } \sigma_I \geq \bar{R}_I^t \\
  f^{th}_I &= P_g + \bar{\sigma}_I - \bar{R}_I^t & \text{if } \sigma_I < \bar{R}_I^t \\
\end{align*}
\]

with \( I \in [I,II,III] \) (11)

The hardening law that links ASR pressure to ASR strain can be drawn with a bilinear curve
(Fig. 2). \( K_s \) represents the bulk modulus, \( E_c \) represents the concrete Young’s modulus and \( h_{\text{asr}} \) the
plastic hardening ratio (\( h_{\text{asr}} \), \( E_c \) is the hardening modulus). \( h_{\text{asr}} \) is less than 0.05 and may be
determined by analysing the results of low stress state experiments. These results come from the
analysis of beams studied by Multon et al. [20].

During free swelling, when the gel pressure reaches \( R_t \), ASR induces the creation of micro-
creacks that are filled by the gel. The corresponding strains are modelled using plastic strains. A
coefficient \( h_{\text{asr}} \) close to 0 means that, when \( R_t \) is reached, plastic ASR strains rise very quickly with
a slight increase of pressure (as \( P_g \) is proportional to \( h_{\text{asr}} \)). If \( h_{\text{asr}} \) is not zero, the evolution of ASR
plastic strains is possible only if the gel pressure increases, and the micro-cracking induced by the gel
is stable.

This quantification of the micro-cracking also expresses the fact that ASR-cracks do not
appear for exactly the same advancement in all aggregates in stress free conditions. In reality,
heterogeneity of ASR-cracking can be observed due to variations of tensile strength in the concrete,
which lead to progressive cracking with increasing gel pressure. The plastic hardening law provides a
good simplified representation of this phenomenon.

In free swelling tests, the plastic criterion (11) is reached in all directions at the same time and
cracks appear in all directions (Fig. 3). However, once specimens are loaded, cracking is oriented
perpendicularly to the loading direction (Fig. 3). The anisotropy of cracking leads to the expansion anisotropy that is usually observed. This is obtained by Eq. (11 in the model, in which compressive stress delays cracking (while tensile stress can accelerate it) in the loading direction. With Eq. (11, when a compression stress is applied to concrete ($\sigma < 0$), cracking first appears in a direction perpendicular to the loading (directions II and II in Fig. 3). Then, $P_g$ increases, depending on the value of $h_{asr}$. If $R_t^F - \sigma$ can also be reached in the loaded direction, cracking can also be initialized perpendicular to this direction (major principal direction in Fig. 3).

Fig. 2: Plastic ASR hardening law

Kagimoto et al. [21] cast a beam with external steel beams to restrain displacement. The crack pattern (Fig. 4) shows a usual main cracking direction (the direction of the steel bars). However, one crack is perpendicular to the main cracks. In reinforced structures, stress is induced by the gel pressure itself and $P_g$ increases slowly. The ASR plastic criterion is the first to be reached because $\bar{\sigma}_t(= b_g P_g)$ is smaller than $P_g(= R_t^F)$ with $b_g < 1$. The material is in compression but not enough to prevent cracks from occurring, so it can crack due to gel pressure perpendicular to the reinforcement. Larive [14] applied external compression stress to a sample but the applied stresses (5 and 10 MPa) seem to have been too high for cracks to be observed perpendicular to the applied stress direction.

Numerically, swelling is evaluated through $Tr\left(\varepsilon_{pl}^g + \varepsilon_{creep}^g\right)$ (which expresses the plastic strains (cracking) and the creep strains induced by the gel), and through the elastic strain induced by ASR swelling (12).
\[ Volumic \text{ ASR strain} = Tr(\varepsilon_{pl}^g + \varepsilon_{creep}^g) + \frac{b_g \rho_g}{E} \left( \frac{1}{3(1-2v)} \right) \]  

(12)

2.2.4. ASR anisotropic damage

ASR damage is anisotropic. It is calculated from ASR plastic strains \( \varepsilon_{pl}^{\text{ISR}} \) and a material parameter to calibrate damage kinetics \( \varepsilon_{k}^{\text{ISR}} \) (13).

\[ D_{I}^{t,\text{ISR}} = \frac{\varepsilon_{I}^{\text{pl,ISR}}}{\varepsilon_{I}^{\text{pl,ISR}} + \varepsilon_{k}^{\text{ISR}}} \]  

(13)

\( \varepsilon_{k}^{\text{ISR}} \) has been calibrated to approximately 0.3% [22]. The damage matrix due to ASR is a diagonal matrix which principal directions are \( \varepsilon_{I,II,III}^{\text{pl,ISR}} \).

The ASR compression damage matrix is obtained from the ASR tension damage matrix (14).

ASR tension damage in principal directions II and III has an impact on ASR compression damage in principal direction I. Furthermore, when three orthogonal cracks are created, only one can be closed by external uniaxial loading.

\[ D_{I}^{e,\text{ISR}} = 1 - \left( (1 - D_{II}^{t,\text{ISR}})(1 - D_{III}^{t,\text{ISR}}) \right)^a \]  

(14)

\( a \) is a coefficient (nearly 0.15 in flexion tests [23]) that links compression and tension ASR damage (validated on experimental tests [24]). These two types of damage are included in the total stress formula (1).
Fig. 3. Cracking kinetics in free swelling and in loading tests.
Table III summarizes the ASR model parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advancement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR characteristic time</td>
<td>$\tau_{\text{ref}}^{\text{asr}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal activation energy</td>
<td>$E^{\text{asr}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturation degree threshold</td>
<td>$S_{r}^{\text{th,asr}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poromechanics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum gel potential</td>
<td>$\phi_{g}^{\infty}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of gel not effective in creating expansion</td>
<td>$\phi_{g}^{v}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gel Biot coefficient</td>
<td>$b_{g}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gel Biot modulus</td>
<td>$M_{g}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cracking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic hardening ratio</td>
<td>$h_{\text{asr}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Unfolded diagram of crack patterns in a concrete prism [21].
3. Validation and analysis of Multon’s test

3.1. Experimental conditions

Numerical results were compared to the results of Multon’s tests [10] in order to validate the model. In this experiment, specimens were loaded in uniaxial compression and the radial displacement was restrained by steel rings surrounding the concrete cylinders (Fig. 5). After fitting creep and shrinkage on non-reactive material, the first step was the calibration of ASR parameters. A global calibration was performed to validate the model with all restraints and loads.

During these experiments, a 28 days curing period was applied at 20°C. Then, the temperature was increased to 38°C. Results are presented after the curing period. Shrinkage cylinders were sealed with three layers of aluminium foil but they still showed a mass loss [10].

Before fitting material parameters, some physical values were measured: the tension strength and Young’s Modulus were equal to 3.7 MPa 37.2 GPa respectively.

![Scheme of Multon’s tests](image)

3.2. Calibration methodology

Creep and shrinkage were first calibrated on a non-reactive specimen (Fig. 6). From the mass loss, the environmental conditions and the fitting strains were reproduced faithfully through the Van Genuchten law (two material parameters $M_{sh}$ and $b$, Eq. 15 [25]. Then, creep tests at 10 and 20 MPa simulated the material behaviour under long-term uniaxial loading. Four parameters were necessary to
fit the creep: two characteristic times for reversible and irreversible creeps, one for the modulus of the
reversible part and one characteristic strain for the irreversible part.

\[ P_w = M_{sh} \left( 1 - S_r \left( \frac{1}{b} \right) \right)^{1-b} \]  

(16)

During the first days of experimentation in the steel rings test, lateral concrete strains were
negative, meaning that the concrete and steel were no longer in contact. To avoid initial cracking or
use of an interface law, the Young’s Modulus of the steel rings was numerically set close to zero until
strains became positive again.

Then, the maximum gel volume, \( \phi_g^{\infty} \), and the fraction of non-effective gel, \( \phi_g^{\infty} \), were
calibrated by a free swelling test. Tests with steel rings put the material in multi-axial restraint. In this
state, the gel Biot coefficient, \( b_g \), was fitted.

3.3. Calibration analysis

Fig. 6 shows that the model was able to reproduce ASR expansions under multi-axial loads and
restraints, and to approach most of the experimental results obtained in Multon’s experiments.

For free swelling tests (without steel rings, marked (b) in Fig. 6), isotropic unloaded (brown)
and longitudinally loaded (blue and red) swelling curves were fitted; the behaviour was well
reproduced. Transversally (yellow and green curves), the kinetics given by the model was a little fast.
At the asymptote, the 20 MPa case was correctly reproduced but 10 MPa final strain was too high.
Experimentally, unloaded strain and transversal 10 MPa strain were quite similar while the loaded
strain was expected to be higher than the unloaded one (due to the Poisson effect).

For restrained tests ((c) and (d) in Fig. 6), loaded tests were reproduced faithfully. Transversally,
stress free tests were well simulated (black curves). Longitudinally, the kinetics was a little fast. Final
strain was correct for the 5 mm test (dark blue curve on (d)) but too high for the 3 mm test (dark blue
curve on (c)). These experimental points seem to be very different in the 3 and 5 mm tests whereas
values are close for all other tests with steel rings.
Fig. 6. Multon’s test results for strains [10]: (a) creep and shrinkage without ASR, (b) ASR free swelling tests and loaded tests, (c) 3 mm restrained tests, (d) 5 mm restrained tests ($R_t=3.7$ MPa; $\phi_g^{\infty}=0.0054$ m$^3$/m$^3$; $\phi_g=0.0013$ m$^3$/m$^3$; $h_g=0.25$; $M_g=27700$ MPa; $h_{uw}=0.03$)
Due to ASR expansion and the Poisson effect on loaded tests, radial stresses developed on these rings. These stresses were extracted from the calculations (Fig. 7). Model results gave radial stresses between 1.2 and 5.4 MPa (compression stresses). Radial stress curves contained four parts: the application of external stress (between 0 and 1 day), the latency period before expansion became significant (between 1 and 80 days), the expansion period (between 80 and 350 days) and the part where the reaction was over and shrinkage became the main deformation phenomenon.

During the latency period, radial stress was nearly zero for unloaded specimens because shrinkage was greater than the gel pressure, so the concrete and the steel rings were not in contact. Specimens with 3 mm thick steel rings showed smaller radial stress than specimens with 5 mm thick rings because of the difference of rigidity.

![Radial stresses obtained from the model.](image)

The start of expansion depended on the applied stress. The evolution of $P_g$ was proportional to the strains. The increase of the stress in 5 mm thick steel rings was more significant because the rigidity slowed the radial strain (for the same applied stress). The more restrained the cylinder was, the faster the radial stress increased (Fig. 7). At 650 days, the gel pressure, representing the average pressure transferred to the aggregate surface, varied from 4.6 MPa to 10.0 MPa according to the stress state (Fig. 8). As expected from the model equations, the maximum pressure was obtained for the
concrete with the greatest loading (20 MPa) and restraint (5 mm). From 350 days to the end of these experiments, stresses decreased. Shrinkage became the main phenomenon in this period.

**Fig. 8.** Gel pressure from the model in tests.

### 4. Impact of restraint

Based on calibration using Multon’s tests, the model reproduced the effects of stresses and restraints on ASR expansion faithfully. In these tests, the rigidity of the steel rings was not infinite. They were deformable whereas, in reality, restraint can be more rigid (in the case of a dam for example).

This part describes a theoretical test performed in order to analyse the effects of perfect restraint on ASR-expansion (displacement equal to zero in blocked directions). The aim was to compare the behaviours of expansive concrete with restraints or applied stress (in the next part). To facilitate the modelling of mechanical boundary conditions, a cube was modelled. It was restrained in from one to three directions (Table 4). In order to analyse the concrete behaviour under ASR-pressure only, the tests were calculated without shrinkage. This avoided problems of debonding between the boundary condition and the concrete. Stresses were applied after 28 days.

In Multon’s free swelling test, the strain at 700 days approached 0.08 % (without shrinkage). For these theoretical tests, ASR maximum volume was fixed in order to obtain a usual but larger expansion - equal to 0.3%. **Fig. 9** shows the calculations for a strain of 0.3% with a maximum gel
volume $\phi_g^\infty = 0.03 \text{ m}^3/\text{m}^3$ and a fraction of non-effective gel $\phi_g^\infty = 0.008 \text{ m}^3/\text{m}^3$. Numerical tests in restrained conditions were performed with these parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Swelling restrained in one direction</th>
<th>Swelling restrained in two directions</th>
<th>Swelling restrained in three directions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$U_z=0$</td>
<td>$U_z=0$</td>
<td>$U_z=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_y=0$</td>
<td>$U_y=0$</td>
<td>$U_y=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_x=0$</td>
<td>$U_x=0$</td>
<td>$U_x=0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Boundary conditions of theoretical tests.

![Fig. 9. Comparison of free swelling strains.](image)

First, strains in free directions were compared (Fig.10). Strain in free directions increased by 25% compared to stress free expansion when the cube was restrained in one direction and by 65% when it was restrained in two directions.

After running a free swelling test and multi-direction perfectly restrained expansion tests, stresses were extracted (Fig. 11). The stress in restrained conditions could be described in two phases: a slow increase of the stress before first cracking (0 to 80 days), then fast increase after first ASR damage. For these conditions of perfect restraint, the maximum stress lay between 3 and 7 MPa of compression (for 1 to 3 restrained directions). It should be noted that final stress was not directly proportional to the number of restrained directions. Gel pressure rose strongly if three directions were restrained because this constituted full confinement. If the free maximal strain was 0.3%, an isotropic
thermo-elastic calculation gave a stress of 113.1 MPa \((E_c \varepsilon=37700 \ast 0.003)\). Taking usual standard creep into account with an effective Young’s modulus \((E_c=E_{el}/3)\), the result was still 37.7 MPa. These results are not consistent with experimental results [10]. Finally, it is very interesting to note the good agreement between the compressive stress of 3 MPa obtained for 1 D restraint and stresses usually observed in dams restrained in one direction [26]. This is also a good justification for using this type of modelling to represent anisotropy of expansion with stresses in real structures.

For specimens with 2 or 3 restrained directions, the maximum compressive stress increased, reaching 4 and 7 MPa respectively. This result depended on the capacity of ASR-gels to move in the concrete porosity. Under such pressures, ASR-gels could permeate further through aggregate and concrete porosity than in the stress free conditions taken into account in the pressure equation (8).

Fig.10. Comparison of strains in free swelling and restrained tests.

Fig. 11. Comparison of stresses in free swelling and restrained tests.
In the next part, stresses obtained in these tests are applied instead of restraints to analyse the differences between the effect of restraint and the effect of stress on ASR-expansion. For example, for the 3-direction restrained tests, stresses are applied from 0 to 7 MPa in these directions.

5. Impact of stresses

5.1. Compressive stress

Many structures (prestressed ones for example) are subjected to compressive stresses before ASR swelling appears. The aim of this part is to compare the behaviours of restrained structures and structures subjected to stress during ASR swelling.

For the specimen restrained in one direction, induced stresses were between 0 and 3 MPa. Here, they were applied in increments of 0.5 MPa. Fig. 12 shows the strains obtained for different loads in the stress direction. The larger the applied stress, the smaller the final strain. Above 1 MPa of compressive stress, the latency period depended on the stress state because creep strains were larger than the strains induced by the gel pressure. This period varied from 50 to 245 days. For the 3 MPa test (close to the maximum pressure obtained in the restrained test), the final strain was close to 0.

Strain decreased proportionally to applied stress. The modelling was thus consistent when expansions under restraint and under applied stress were compared. According to the stress amplitude and ASR-latency time, creep was first predominant in the concrete behaviour. The final difference between restrained and applied stress tests was due to creep. The 5 MPa case (Fig. 12) showed that there was no swelling after a compressive stress threshold (here between 3 and 5 MPa). There was no cracking in the loading direction. In Larive’s tests [14], a 5 MPa uniaxial compressive stress was applied to the specimen. Cracks only appeared parallel to the loading direction, while cracking was isotropic in the stress free specimen.

Fig. 13 shows the damage in the loaded and free directions for the 3 MPa loading test (one direction loaded). The first damage was in the unloaded direction and then the loaded direction was slightly damaged (here for a coefficient $h_{asr} = 0.03$). There was a delay between the start of cracking in the different directions, as explained in Fig. 3. The free direction was less damaged than the loaded
direction. This represents the effect of compressive stress on the anisotropy of cracking due to ASR-expansion. The difference depends directly on the applied stress. For a smaller stress, the damage perpendicular to the loaded direction is greater while, for a stress higher than about 3 MPa, we can expect to obtain no damage perpendicular to the loaded direction. As damage directly affects the Young’s modulus, the material becomes anisotropic; the Young’s modulus will be smaller in the free direction while the mechanical performances are less affected in the loaded ones.

Fig. 12. Strains in loaded or restrained direction.

ASR damage is not linearly proportional to the stress applied (Fig. 14) and, in the model, the material parameter \( \varepsilon_{k,istr} \) (ASR characteristic strain) allows this phenomenon. It weights ASR plastic strains when calculating ASR damage (13). Furthermore, when the stress was applied, gel pressure had to reach a higher value in order to exceed the cracking criteria. This took time and damage became delayed. When the specimen was restrained in one direction, it became damaged more rapidly as soon as the swelling began but the damage development was slowed down because the induced compressive stress also increased slowly. Finally, restraint test specimens can be compared to reinforced structures and applied stress test specimens to concrete structures such as bridge piers or prestressed beams.

Numerical results on the effect of stress can be compared to those obtained with Charlwood’s law [3] (17).
Fig. 13. ASR damage in the 3 MPa test (applied in one direction).

\[ \varepsilon = \begin{cases} 
\varepsilon_u & \text{if } \sigma \leq \sigma_l \\
\varepsilon_u - K \log_{10} \left( \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_l} \right) & \text{if } \sigma > \sigma_l 
\end{cases} \]  (17)

When the applied stress \( \sigma \) is smaller than the stress threshold \( \sigma_l \), the strain is equal to \( \varepsilon_u \) (a material parameter). When the applied stress \( \sigma \) exceeds the threshold \( \sigma_l \), the strain decreases from \( \varepsilon_u \) to zero.

\( K \) is a material parameter that fits the slope of the decrease.

In Fig. 15, the parameter \( K \) from Charlwood’s law has been fitted with the least squares method on 1D model results (\( K = 0.0027, \varepsilon_u = 0.003, \sigma_l = 0.3 \, \text{MPa} \)). Charlwood’s law is more non-linear than this model (Fig. 15) and it does not consider differences of behaviour between uniaxial and multi-axial loading. For this fitting, Charlwood’s law strain is close to the model in 1D for small
stresses (< 3 MPa). In the 2D case, the stress needed to obtain a strain equal to zero is nearly the same in both models (≈ 4 MPa). However, Charlwood’s law gives more non-linear results for lower stresses. The model proposed here considers the confinement effect in the gel pressure equation (Eq. 18). This explains some differences between 1D, 2D and 3D.

![Graph showing strains obtained from the model in multi-axial loadings and from Charlwood’s law.](image)

Fig. 15. Strains obtained from the model in multi-axial loadings and from Charlwood’s law [3].

### 5.2. Impact of unloading

In this part, the impact of unloading during swelling is studied. When an owner tries to understand the ASR damage in his damaged structure, core drilling is often used. This action leads to a relaxation of stresses in the sample taken. It can also represent the breaking of a prestressed bar. The material used here was the same as in part A. Specimens were loaded at 28 days and unloaded at 200 days (for an ASR-advancement of about 0.7).

In the loaded direction, strains were negative after application of the load, because of concrete creep, and before ASR swelling, according to the applied stress value (Fig. 16). When the material was unloaded, the strain in this direction occurred very fast and tended towards the free swelling strain value. This result confirms the analysis performed in [27]. The final difference between free swelling and unloaded tests strains was small but proportional to the applied stress. It was due to the irreversible creep strain reached before swelling. When the stress was removed, strain in the initially unloaded direction stopped growing and all the swelling went to the initially loaded direction (Fig. 15).
At this time, the ASR criterion in the initially loaded direction was reached instantly: it passed from $\bar{R}_i^R - \sigma$ to $\bar{R}_i^R$, the tensile strength of the concrete (Fig. 3). There was a jump in displacement.

![Graph showing strains in initially loaded direction](image)

**Fig. 16.** Strains in initially loaded direction.

In the initially unloaded direction (Fig. 17), at 200 days, strains decreased slightly. When strong swelling is in progress on an initially loaded direction, ASR plastic strains $\varepsilon^{R\beta}$ increase fast. In (8, this strain directly impacts the mean gel pressure, which decreases abruptly (Fig. 18). Therefore, the ASR strain lost part of its elastic strain. This explains the decreased strains in the initially unloaded direction. In reality, this effect can be decreased by ASR-gel exudations as noted by [28]. When gels permeate out of drilled cores, pressure decreases brutally and expansion can slow down and stop. In any case, this modifies the expansive behaviour of the concrete.

![Graph showing strains in initially unloaded direction](image)

**Fig. 17.** Strains in initially unloaded direction.

Due to stress release and its impact on expansion, unloading could imply high ASR damage in the initially loaded direction (Fig. 19) whereas there was no damage in this direction when the
concrete was under loading in the structure. In consequence, new damage could be encouraged by unloading or drilling. Mechanical or residual expansive tests, performed with such drilled cores, could be negatively impacted by this damage, which is not really present in the structure. Using such a test for predictive calculations could then be hazardous.

![Fig. 18. Gel pressure variation in unloading tests.](image)

![Fig. 19. ASR damage in initially loaded direction.](image)

5.3. Tensile stress

In order to complete the theoretical analysis, the same kinds of tests were performed with tensile stress. Here, specimens were loaded in one direction only with tensile stresses of 0.5 and 1 MPa (a higher value cannot converge due to coupling of the tensile damage with ASR damage, which leads to specimens cracking). Strains in the loaded direction are summarized and compared to free swelling in Fig. 20. First, it is important to note that tensile stress accelerated the ASR swelling (Fig. 21). This can be explained by the ASR plastic criterion being reached sooner for tensile stress. Secondly, the
final strain induced by expansion in concrete subjected to tensile stresses increased (Fig. 20). In real structures, tensile stresses can be induced by moisture gradients and restrained. Thus, in reinforced concrete, the tensile cracking criterion could be reached first, due to restrained shrinkage before ASR expansion. This could finally accelerate the apparition of the first expansion compared to stress free conditions. However, once swelling occurs, compressive stresses will rise due to expansion restraint and expansion will decrease compared to expansion without compressive stress.

Fig. 20. Strains in restrained or loaded direction.

Fig. 21. Strains in restrained or loaded direction (zoom on 0-100 days).

Consecutively, ASR damage increased with the load in loaded directions (Fig. 22) as the solid skeleton had to support concurrent stresses: gel pressure and structural stress. Damage was non-linear because of the ASR characteristic strain \( \varepsilon_{k,istr} \) (13).
6. Impact of reinforcement on ASR-expansion

In many damaged structures, the effect of stresses on ASR expansion is mainly due to restraint by reinforcement. In this part, the impact of reinforcement on specimens subjected to ASR is analysed on the basis of the calibration obtained for Multon’s tests, which quantified the impact of stresses on ASR-expansion. The focus is particularly on the anisotropic effect of reinforcement and on induced stresses.

In order to approach the behaviour of structures, real conditions were simulated: the shrinkage was taken into account and steel was used instead of perfect restraints. The main specimen was a concrete cylinder 1 metre high and 13 centimetres in diameter (Table 5). First, free swelling gave a reference of isotropic values for damage and strain. Then, anisotropy was induced by longitudinal ribbed bars and steel rings, which could represent the effect of stirrups on expansion. One test consisted of adding a longitudinal ribbed steel bar (diameter 12 mm, i.e. 0.85% of steel section) in the centre of the specimen. Another one consisted of adding steel rings (8x8 mm section) every 10 centimetres. The last test was performed with both the longitudinal ribbed bar and the steel rings (Table 5).
In terms of anisotropy, the ratio of the longitudinal and transversal strains (respectively $\varepsilon_L$ and $\varepsilon_T$) to the longitudinal and transversal strains in the free expansion condition ($\varepsilon_{WR}$) were compared for each test (Table 6). The longitudinal ribbed bar had a strong impact on longitudinal strain: about 50% of its initial value. The transversal strain increased by 20%. In the case of steel rings, longitudinal strain increased (30%) while transversal strain decreased (to 50% between the longitudinal axis and the rings). When both reinforcements were used, longitudinal strains were reduced to half (between 40 and 60% of the free swelling value). Transversally, the difference depended on the location: between the ribbed bar and a ring, concrete was confined and strains were reduced by 35%. However, between two rings, strains grew due to the reinforcement in the transversal direction, as restrained parts helped to increase the strain in this direction. These results are drawn on the deformed shapes of specimens in Table 7.

Table 6 also gives stress values inside the concrete and the steel. In concrete, the confinement increased the compression stress value (from 0 to 3.3 MPa). In the steel bar, stress could reach 300 MPa when the confinement was strong. Here, it is not sufficient to induce lamination of the steel but it is primordial if the steel is designed as a structural part.
Without Reinforcement (WR) | Ribbed bars (12 mm) | Steel rings (8 mm) | Ribbed bars and steel rings
--- | --- | --- | ---
\[ \frac{\varepsilon_L}{\varepsilon_{WR}} \] | 1 | From 0.3 (close to the top) to 0.5 (close to the axis of symmetry) | 1.3 | From 0.4 (close to the top) to 0.6 (close to the axis of symmetry)
\[ \frac{\varepsilon_T}{\varepsilon_{WR}} \] | 1 | 1.2 | From 0.5 (inside a ring) to 1.0 (between rings) | From 0.65 (inside a ring) to 1.25 (between rings)
\[ \sigma_{MIN \text{ concrete}} \] | 0 | -1.8 (parallel to the longitudinal axis) | -0.7 (perpendicular to the longitudinal axis) | -3.3 (between the bar and a ring)
\[ \sigma_{MAX \text{ steel}} \] | - | 195 | 110 | 300

Table 6. Test results.

Table 7. Displacement in transversal direction T, drawn on the deformed shape.

Table 8 shows the distribution of longitudinal and transversal ASR plastic strains (respectively \( \varepsilon_{L ASR}^{pl} \) and \( \varepsilon_{T ASR}^{pl} \)) on a quarter of the geometry (symmetrical conditions). ASR damage, and thus the impact of ASR on the mechanical properties of the concrete, can be calculated from these plastic strains with (13): a plastic strain of 0.3% corresponds to ASR damage of 0.5. In the longitudinal ribbed bar test, transversal ASR strains \( \varepsilon_{T ASR}^{pl} \) were high in the steel-concrete contact zone because the steel
bar restrained the swelling concrete in the other direction. This zone acted like a joint and expansion caused a debonding effect. This result is consistent with experimental results, which exhibit a decrease of ultimate bonding strength in the case of specimens without stirrups [29–31]. For the steel rings test, the maximum ASR plastic strain occurred near the rings in the longitudinal direction. The swelling was restrained in the transversal direction and strains were thus mainly longitudinal in that place because of anisotropy. This implies considerable damage in the longitudinal direction (transversal cracks). In the transversal direction, the maximum plastic strain was far from the steel rings as the swelling of the external concrete was restrained by the rigidity of the rings. When the ribbed bar and steel rings were used together, the debonding effect was still noticeable but just between rings. The rings restrained material expansion in the core of the specimen, which prevented debonding of the longitudinal bar. There was less damage inside the steel rings due to confinement by the bar. However, there was more damage outside because the concrete strains between the rings were greater than in the previous test. According to the importance of restraint (number of stirrups compared to the concrete section), the ultimate bonding strength could increase as observed qualitatively in [29]. Otherwise, cracking could be delayed under external loads thanks to ASR prestressing in reinforced structures.

Experimentally, a reinforced wall was affected by ASR cracks later than a sound one [32].

It is interesting to analyse the effect of reinforcement on cracking anisotropy and the impact on the analysis of structures for future prognosis. Table 8 shows two core samples drilled in the same place in specimens in stress free conditions (marked as 1 in Table 8) and with a longitudinal ribbed bar (marked 2). The first sample, taken in the free swelling test exhibits ASR isotropic damage of about 0.5 (corresponding to a plastic strain of 0.3%). The second one, extracted from the longitudinal ribbed bar test, exhibits ASR cracks mainly oriented parallel to the bar (ASR damage: 0.65). Due to restraint, ASR damage in the other direction is about 0.35. Thus, if these cores were used to measure the residual mechanical strength of concrete, the core drilled in stress free conditions would lead to a decrease of 50% while the core drilled perpendicular to the reinforcement would lead to a decrease of 65% and the core drilled parallel to the reinforcement to a decrease of only 35%. Usually, affected concrete properties are assessed from compression tests; therefore compressive damage is smaller...
than tensile damage (14). For instance, the last tensile damage (65% and 35%) corresponded respectively to compressive damage of 27% and 12%. This difference is obviously important for future calculations since underestimating the Young’s modulus can lead to a large overestimate of the structure deflection.

Table 8. Final ASR plastic strains obtained from tests.

The behaviour of reinforced samples and the impacts of compressive and tensile stresses on ASR-expansion have been explained. The flexural behaviour of ASR-damaged beams can be deduced of the previous analysis. In reinforced structures, the steel bars imply expansion restraint and thus chemical presstress. From Table 6, it can reach about 1.8 MPa to 3.3 MPa depending on stirrups
distribution. These stresses due to restrained expansion leads to an increase of the tensile strength and
to a decrease of the compressive strength in the reinforced structures. When the loading is applied, the
stress necessary to cause the cracking of the concrete is the tensile concrete strength plus the chemical
prestress. Compared to a non-reactive reinforced beam, mechanical cracking due to flexion is delayed
since the loading necessary to cause the cracking of the part of the structure in tension is higher. This
behaviour is confirmed experimentally [33]. In the parts in compression, the compressive strength is
decreased (about 1.8 MPa to 3.3 MPa). Indeed, structural cracking in uniaxial compressive test
without ASR is due to dilatancy in unloaded directions, it is called a shear damage. ASR expansion is
restrained by the reinforcement, strains are transferred in the other directions (Fig. 13). So, the
compressive strength is reduced in the parts of the structures submitted to compression. It could have
an impact on the final break of the beam but it is often negligible because the compressive strength is
often about ten times higher than the chemical prestress. Furthermore, for prestressed beams, the
flexural behaviour explained for reinforced beams is similar: the benefit is improved on the part in
tension and the compressive strength is reduced.

7. Conclusion

The aims of this paper were to show how restraint and stress can modify ASR expansion and to
propose a model able to take this effect into account. First, the model was presented. It considers both
ASR mechanisms and physical phenomena, such as creep, damage and their coupling, so as to be
representative of concrete behaviour. Attention was focused on the gel pressure and on the hardening
law chosen to manage the cracking due to ASR. The gel pressure calculation took elastic strains and
ASR plastic strains into account in order to respect the principles of poromechanics when representing
 cracks.

The model was calibrated and validated on experimental results [10]. Specimens were tested
under several mechanical conditions: creep and shrinkage without ASR, free swelling with or without
loads, restrained swelling (with 3 and 5 mm thick steel rings) with or without longitudinal loading.

The calculations show numerical results that are realistic when compared to experimentation.

Based on this calibration, a theoretical analysis was carried out:

1. The comparison of expansion under restraint and stresses pointed out the importance of loading chronology in ASR kinetics.

2. For a final expansion of about 0.3%, a maximum stress of about 3 MPa is reached in the case of expansion that is perfectly restrained in only 1 direction. This seems realistic compared to field experience [26].

3. For a specimen restrained in three directions, the maximum compressive stress can be expected to be greater and reached about 7 MPa in this work (for a stress free expansion of 0.3%). This result will depend on the capacity of ASR gels to move in the porosity of concrete aggregate, which is taken into account in the gel pressure equation.

4. Simulated unloading tests during swelling showed that specimens extracted from a structure could crack rapidly due to the relaxing of stress and thus would impact future prognostic tests.

5. Tension stresses during ASR swelling could lead to premature and greater expansion.

Finally, restrained tests were carried out with steel reinforcement (longitudinal ribbed bar and transversal steel rings). They enabled conclusions to be drawn on ASR development in reinforced structures and could help experts in the management of ASR reinforced and damaged structures. The combination of coring direction with cracking anisotropy can lead to differences in the analysis of structures. For a reinforced structure, the stress state can induce anisotropic cracking that leads to weak and strong zones of material which depend on the loading or restraint directions. Basing a prognosis on such tests (residual expansion tests and / or mechanical tests on cores drilled from structures) could thus lead to the structural consequences of ASR being poorly estimated.
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